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Today, Bookends presents the second in our series of 
conversations #CaribbeanStrong between Jacqueline 
Bishop and writers and artists from the region. Today’s 
featured writer is Dorothea Smartt.

Born and raised in London, Dorothea Smartt is of 
Barbadian heritage. Her work as a poet and live artist 
receives critical attention in both Britain and the US. She 
is acknowledged as tackling multilayered cultural myths 
and the real life experiences of black women. Described 
as ‘accessible and dynamic’, her poetry appears in several 
journals and ground-breaking anthologies.

D
orothea Smartt, many thanks for agreeing to this interview, which 
will focus on three of your books: Connecting Medium, 
Ship Shape and Reader, I Married Him, all by Peepal 
Tree Press in Leeds, UK. I want to start off with your first collection 

Connecting Medium in which a section of Lorna Goodison’s poem 
about her mother as a seamstress is as an epigraph to your collection. 
Later on, sewing becomes an important metaphor throughout your 
collection with descriptions of suits and sewing patterns. Why is sewing 
of such importance as a metaphor for you?

Mum sewed. Until I was about nine or so, Mum 
made most of our clothes. Seeing Mum at the sewing 
machine, that was part of home life. I sewed; together 
with my sister we’d make clothes for ourselves. My 
maternal grandmother, who I didn’t grow up with, 
and met on a four-week trip to Barbados, was a 
seamstress. Sewing was something I knew was 
part of women’s lives in Barbados. My paternal 
grandmother, who I also didn’t meet, she sewed 
as well. So, the idea of stitching things together 
seems a natural kind of metaphor. So many things, 
in that quote from Lorna Goodison, resonate with 
that. Also, my growing appreciation for Mum, as I 
matured, is acknowledged in that epigraph: 
lengths of cloth could be expertly cut, 
and formed into dresses with edging, 
puffed sleeves, with variations on 
a theme. My sister and I wore 
the same fabric but would have 
slightly different styles.

In terms of time, my 
mother worked nights. 
She seemed to need little 
sleep, but then when my 

mother did sleep, she slept! But she found time to sew. 
In my mind’s eye I see mum at the sewing machine, with 
her foot on the pedal, cotton threads around the carpet, 
scraps of fabric, scissors, needles and pins. The whir of 
the machine; the sewing machine bulb lit the fabric as it 
went through the pedal. That image makes me feel very 
warm.

So, my mother pieced together fabric, and I piece 
together words. Often in workshop situations, I compare 
doing a free-write, as a way of spreading out yardage 
of fabric, and the poet uses that to create a poem, 
a garment. Free-writes as fabric can be made into 
something as small as a haiku, or something as elaborate 
as a sequence of sonnets. Much like your fabric you work 
with what you have; you can’t make a three-piece suit 
out of a small half-a-yard of fabric. But you could make a 
really beautiful pair of knickers!

One of the preoccupations throughout all three collections is a yearning 
and a searching for home. Have you found “home” and what’s its 
location for you?

I’m doing this interview in the 
COVID days. My COVID days began 

in Barbados. I was there in my 
second semester of my 

PhD, and a period that 
marked the longest 
time that I’ve spent in 
Barbados. That was 
very significant for my 

relationship to home, 
my relationship with 

Barbados as a home, with my 
birth-home London. I was born 

to a couple of migrant emigre 
workers. My childhood 

was a happy one, 
that’s not to 
say however 
it didn’t have 
its upsets. The 

question of where I belonged was a question, because 
of the nature of British racism when I was born in the 
1960s. It was the era of Enoch Powell, “rivers of blood”, 
the coming of the British National Front party, as children 
of West Indian migrants growing into adulthood, we and 
our parents were made unwelcome in a lot of ways. Not 
least by the New Cross fire massacre — the murder 
of young people at a party in south-east London by a 
firebomb through the letterbox. These were currents in 
the background of my growing up. As was the reality of 
dealing with neighbours who physically assaulted my 
father in our home and being a child who witnessed 
abusive comments being thrown at my parents and 
myself — telling us to “go home” and “go back to where 
you came from”. This was commonplace. 

My refuge was to return to our physical home in 
London, with my parents and my sister. As a child I grew 
up very much indoors, inside our home was my world 
away from primary school. I rationalised all of this by 
telling myself that I was actually born in Barbados, even 
though I knew I wasn’t. It meant I’d have somewhere to 
‘go back to’; it meant that home wasn’t this place where 
people spat at you, or wiped shit on your front door that 
my mum had to clean off, or left filthy nappies on your 
doorstep for you to step in. It meant there was a home 
to go to; there was Barbados. The home my parents 
made for us in London was a very secure space. There 
was always somebody at home; mum worked nights, 
dad worked in the daytime. Once inside our front door 
my sister and I created our own world; imaginary games 
were a big part of my childhood. And then, thanks to 
Freddie Laker’s cheap airfares in the 1970s, we went 
home to Barbados. I discovered that I couldn’t understand 
my mum’s mum, my grandmother who spoke too fast 
for me! It was a shock, as well as it being too hot to 
move, and that “the little dark one” my grandmother was 
referring to was me! I’d never thought of myself as being 
“dark”. Yes, I was browner than my sister, but I never 
thought I was “dark”. 

There were many things about those four weeks over 
Christmas, the New Year and a birthday that left me 
literally speechless on my return to London. I remember 
being very quiet in school, one of the things that helped 
me to keep my mouth shut was being unsure of my voice. 
Was my Bajan voice really my voice, when I’d been called 
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Dorothea Smartt’s fascination with Medusa is personal   


